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Summary 
We have observed multiple probable malware attacks against Israeli and Palestinian targets. 
These attacks are likely performed by the same attacker, as the malware in question 
communicate with the same command- and control structures, and in many cases are signed 
using the same digital certificate.  

These attacks have been ongoing for at least a year; seemingly first focused on Palestinians, 
then Israelis. The attacker is unknown at this point, but the purpose is assumed to be 
espionage/surveillance.  
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Introduction 

 
Recently, media (1) reported of a targeted attack against the Israeli government, in the form of 
emails purporting to come from IDF Chief of Staff Benny Gantz with a malicious attachment. 

 

This was an interesting development – Israel has, as far as we know, not been very targeted by 
spear phishing attacks like this.  

In the following text we will usually be referring to the actual malware files we uncovered by 
their MD5 hash, which is a number that uniquely (well, uniquely enough) identifies the file in 
question.  

http://blogs.norman.com/?attachment_id=3443
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The initial reported malware 

While we don’t have visibility into Israeli government mails, we do receive a lot of suspicious 
executable files, and a little digging gives results.  We found one file which matched the reports: 

"IDF strikes militants in Gaza Strip following rocket barrage.doc----------------------------------------------.scr". 

This is an executable file, but the icon looks like a document icon, and the very long name makes 
the *.scr extension hard to spot - particularly if the executable comes packaged in an archive, as 
was reportedly the case here. 

 

This executable itself is a WinRAR selfextracting (SFX) archive, which contains several other files: 

• Word.exe, an XtremeRat backdoor executable 
• 2.ico, an icon file 
• barrage.doc, an innocent document containing pictures (above) 

XtremeRat is a commercially available backdoor trojan which has been used in many attacks, 
targeted and otherwise, over the years. It gained some notoriety in connection with attacks 
against Syrian activists; along with other off-the-shelf trojans such as BlackShades and 
DarkComet. 
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The digital signature 

An interesting feature of this exact XtremeRat is that it is digitally signed – seemingly by 
Microsoft: 

 

 
The certificate chain ends in an untrusted (faked) root certificate; so it will not validate properly. 
Nevertheless the certificate is useful for us, as it can be used to find related cases. All 
certificates are issued with a serial number which normally is quite unique, as it is supposed to 
be an identifier within the scope of its issuer. So, querying our databases for this particular 
faked certificate returns a number of files which are probably the products of our Israel-hostile 
attacker. 

 

These files were received in intervals through the fall and summer, going back to May 2012, and 
reveal more hints about targets. Several of them are self extracting archives containing extra 
files, such as documents, links and even video. The following pages display some of the bait 
information the new files contain. 

http://blogs.norman.com/?attachment_id=3427
http://blogs.norman.com/?attachment_id=3433
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Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
66DDF27517985A75B2317231B46A6F62 

 

 

Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
4A06D9989A8C3A9967C2011E5BAF3010 

“Report.doc......................................................
..........................................................................

.............exe” 

 

 

http://blogs.norman.com/?attachment_id=3444
http://blogs.norman.com/?attachment_id=3435
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Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
15FC009D9CAAA8F11D6C3DA2B69EA06E 

“Silence of the Jews make the Church of the 
Nativity of the Palestinians.doc-----------.scr” 

Found in Israel 
 

 

 

 

Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
940B3ACDF1E26FCCCF74A5A0359FB079  

“IDF NEWS[RTLO]cod.SCR” 
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3gp video, contained in  SFX RAR file 
9C39D6F52E1E1BE5AE61BAB90971D054 

“A Rood Awakening! Michael Rood .3gp--------
-------------------------------.scr” 

Found in Israel 

Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
9D144A828F757A90B86976EF0C906B3F 
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Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
D14E0A3D408065B1551F2827B50B83CA 

 

 

Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
C8202523F35295E8BC8CC1731EDB0559 
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Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
C21D7165B25CAF65D7F92FF758C1B5B1 

“The first conference of Dr. Mohamed Morsi, 
after winning.doc---------------.scr” 

 

 

YouTube URL contained in  SFX RAR file 
5B740B4623B2D1049C0036A6AAE684B0 

 םיילענ רושקל ךיא יביטמרופניא םניח םיטרס“
-----------------------------------------[RTLO]תויאבצ

.wmv------------------.scr” 

Found in Israel 
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Word document, contained in  SFX RAR file 
72fd6074915f8f123eb44b3dd475d36b 

“TShehab[RTLO]cod.scr” 

Found in Israel 
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Command & Control 

The involved malwares connect to external hosts controlled by the attackers. These belong to 
various DynDNS services, and at the time of writing resolve to IP addresses located with hosting 
services in the US. 
 

 
 
Samples in yellow connecting to C&C hosts (green). All are digitally signed and connected 
through the blue certificate node in the middle. 

This is where the trail could have ended. However, there are still clues to look at – for example, 
what other executables connect to these C&C hosts. This time, digging into our Malware 
Analyzer G2 (MAG2) databases shows that there is more malware talking to this infrastructure, 
and these bots again connect to more C&C domains.  These new malwares are also 
predominantly XtremeRats. However, they have been in circulation for a longer time – all the 
way back to October 2011. I think it is logical to assume that all these have been part of a 
medium/large surveillance operation. 

  

http://blogs.norman.com/?attachment_id=3476
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When updated with this information the plot now looks like this: 

 

Same as previous illustration, where new unsigned samples are shown to be related through the 
usage of the same C&C infrastructure.Colours have changed – now the certificate is green, the 
C&C servers are yellow, the samples are blue, while IP addresses are purple. These IP addresses 
can be considered examples – they change regularly. 

 
Several of these domains appear to be hosted together. For example (at the time of writing): 

108.171.108.190 is pointed to by may2008.dyndns.info, menu.dyndns.biz, flashsoft.no-ip.biz, 
monagameel.chickenkiller.com, powerhost.zapto.org 
108.171.124.13 is pointed to by helpme.no-ip.biz, mjed10.no-ip.info 
69.80.101.244 is pointed to by good.zapto.org, hint.zapto.org, hint1.zapto.org, natco1.no-ip.net, 
natco2.no-ip.net, natco3.no-ip.net, natco4.no-ip.net, loading.myftp.org, skype.servemp3.com, 
test.cable-modem.org    

These addresses tend to change. Typically, every couple of days a new IP configuration is 
introduced for some boxes, while others may remain static – such as the host lokia.mine.nu, 
which has resolved to 69.80.107.129 since we started examining the case. 

As mentioned, the IP addresses in use have belonged to mostly US-based hosting services…at 
least recently. 
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If we go further back in time (towards spring of 2012) most of the domains used resolved to IP 
addresses in the range 188.161.*.  This range is located in Gaza and belongs to a provider 
headquartered in Ramallah in the West Bank: 

Palestinian Territory, Occupied Gaza Palestine Telecommunications Company (paltel), ASN: 
AS12975  
 
We have also to a lesser extent seen IP addresses in use belonging to another Paltel division: 
Palestinian Territory, Occupied Gaza Hadara Technologies Private Shareholding Company, 
ASN: AS15975 

What is behind these IP addresses is hard to establish. It is possible that they are hacked boxes, 
and as such not give much valid information. If that were the case, one might have expected 
greater IP range and geographical distribution, but nothing is certain. 

Our databases also show that there is much more malware talking to these providers through 
many other DynDNS domains. Some of these are probably also related to this case, but as we 
have no evidence linking the cases, these malwares have not been included in this paper. It is 
however interesting to note the hostnames some of these connect to – like “terroristttt.no-
ip.biz”. 
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The plot thickens 
So far, the impression is of an attack actor attempting to gather information from Israelis. Then 
something happens that throws this picture in disarray. 

A series of samples show up that do not follow the pattern. They apparently do not target 
Israelis. Instead they use Arabic language and refer to Palestinian issues.  

 

 

This document in Arabic claims that Mahmoud Abbas is threatened by assassination by Mossad 
if he does not stop his reconciliation policy towards Hamas. The image is taken from a news 
story about Abbas speaking at a meeting in Ramallah. 

Word document contained in EXE file 
FC17F3B2E2C7F5F24D35899D95B8C4A6 
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The sample containing this video is digitally signed in the same way as the initial samples, but 
the baiting angle is different. Instead of showing information interesting for an Israeli audience, 
the video contains a music piece critical of Mahmoud Abbas, claiming that he is not working for 
the good of the Palestinian people.  
 

MP4 video contained in EXE file 
2AAD951DBECB6D4715B306B337CA5C34 
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This document revolves around the prisoner exchange deal with the Israeli government over the 
Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit, held hostage by Hamas for over five years.  

 

 

This image appears purportedly to be of Gilad Shalit in his hostage cell. This could be aimed at 
Israelis, but the image itself has been mostly shown on Arabic/Palestinian sites like 
www.shehab.ps, a news agency located in Gaza. 

Word document contained in SFX ZIP file 
B4F5BFC0AB0CC3D6B7A6B9653784DE56 

Found in Palestine 

 

JPEG image contained in EXE file 
0AA7B256D2DCC8BD3914F895B134B225 
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This document is an interview with the former Palestinian ambassador and Member of 
Parliament Nabil Amr. He is known to have been critical of Arafat and later Abbas. 

  

Word document contained in EXE file 
926235FCF7B91442A405B5760A0729EB 
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We also see attacks apparently against Palestinian targets without being able to tie them up 
against the already mentioned attack/C&C structure. For example, a file received by us as 
“d.exe”, (MD5 1f1e9958440d773c34415d9eb6334b25), found in Palestine Nov 17th last year, 
shows a PDF document with content seemingly taken from “Palestine Now” 
(www.paltimes.net): 
 

 

 
 
 
 

  

PDF document contained in the EXE file 
1F1E9958440D773C34415D9EB6334B25 

Found in Palestine 
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Document metadata 
Most of the bait attachments are Word documents, and Word documents can contain metadata 
(typically the usernames of the creator and the one who last saved the document). It is possible 
to scrub these details, but our attackers seem to have forgotten this – or inserted faked data. 

 

Palestinian baits: 
Hmas.doc: Created by “Hitham”, saved by “anar” date Oct 12th 2011 
484hhh.doc: Created by “Hitham”, saved by “Ayman” date Nov 27th 2011 
Word.doc: Created and saved by “Tohan” date Feb 18th 2012 
 
Israeli baits: 
word.doc:  Created by “ahmed”, saved by “aert” date May 14th 2012 
IDF NEWS.doc: Created and saved by “aert” date May 26th 2012 
Brotherhood.doc: Created and saved by “aert” date Jun 24th 2012 
detl.doc: Created and saved by “aert” date Jun 29th 2012 
Advisor.doc: Created and saved by “HinT” date Jul 29th 2012 
IDF.doc: Created and saved by “aert” date Aug 1st 2012 
System.doc: Created and saved by “HinT” date Aug 5th 2012 
York.doc: Created and saved by “HinT” date Oct 16th 2012 
barrage.doc :  Created and saved by “HinT”  date Oct 24th 2012 
shehab.doc: Created and saved by “HinT” date Oct 31st 2012 
 
 
There seems to be a number of people involved in creating these bait files. The dates also 
roughly coincide with the apparent shift in IP ranges (Appendix B), from first being located in 
Gaza, to being located internationally.  
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Conclusion 
We have uncovered a substantial number of malware executables that contain information 
seemingly tailored at Israelis and Palestinians. We have the impression that a cybersurveillance 
operation is underway (and is probably still ongoing - most recent sample created Oct. 31) 
which was first mainly focused on Palestinian targets, then shifted towards Israel. The reason 
for the shift is unknown. Maybe it was planned all along; or caused by changes in the political 
climate; or maybe the first half of the operation found data that caused the target change. 

This analysis is almost exclusively based on the executable files themselves. We have very little 
information about actual infections. The only documented case is the Benny Gantz-themed 
email which triggered the investigation. We consider it likely that other attacks have been 
modeled the same way, using attachments in email. These attachments may often have 
consisted of the described malicious files inside archives like RAR or ZIP. 

The attacker is still unknown to us. There are probably several actors that could have an interest 
in the regional politics, as the various powerblocks in the region are manifold and conflicted. By 
using largely off-the-shelf malware, the cost of mounting such an operation is considerably 
lower than for those who do their own malware development. 
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Appendix A: C&C hostnames 
may2008.dyndns.info 
menu.dyndns.biz 
flashsoft.no-ip.biz 
monagameel.chickenkiller.com  
hatamaya.chickenkiller.com 
powerhost.zapto.org   
helpme.no-ip.biz   
mjed10.no-ip.info    
good.zapto.org     
hint.zapto.org    
hint1.zapto.org    
natco1.no-ip.net    
natco2.no-ip.net    
natco3.no-ip.net    
natco4.no-ip.net    
loading.myftp.org    
skype.servemp3.com    
test.cable-modem.org   
idf.blogsite.org    
javaupdate.no-ip.info    
lokia.mine.nu     
www.hint-sms.com 
owner.no-ip.biz            
remoteback.no-ip.biz   
ramadi.no-ip.biz 
 

The likelihood that there are more names involved is large. There is for example a domain 
natco5.no-ip.net which resolves to the same IP’s as the rest of the series, but we have not seen 
the malware which uses it – yet. 
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Appendix B: C&C Timeline 
MD5 Primary C&C C&C loc. Date first seen 
A5DE87646EE943CD1F448A67FDBE2817 hint.zapto.org PS 27-Oct-11 
F982401E46864F640BCAEDC200319109 natco4.no-ip.net PS 29-Oct-11 
EC5B360F5FF6251A08A14A2E95C4CAA4 hint1.zapto.org PS 02-Nov-11 
97576FA7A236679DBE3ABE1A4E852026 mjed10.no-ip.info PS 07-Nov-11 
C1EC435E97A4A4C5585392D738B5879F monagameel.chickenkiller.com PS 07-Nov-11 
2559FE4EB88561138CE292DF5D0E099F powerhost.zapto.org PS 08-Nov-11 
0ABF3FA976372CBC8BF33162795E42A8 powerhost.zapto.org PS 14-Nov-11 
0B3B1E2E22C548D8F53C2AA338ABD66E hint.zapto.org PS 19-Nov-11 
0AA7B256D2DCC8BD3914F895B134B225 hint.zapto.org PS 30-Nov-11 
FF8E19CA8A224CC843BF0F2F74A3274E powerhost.zapto.org PS 17-Dec-11 
7C5272F3F24ACB225270DDED72CFC1D4 flashsoft.no-ip.biz PS 23-Dec-11 
8AEAA0C81A36449EC9613CA846E196F2 menu.dyndns.biz PS 01-Jan-12 
2AAD951DBECB6D4715B306B337CA5C34 mjed10.no-ip.info PS 03-Jan-12 
926235FCF7B91442A405B5760A0729EB helpme.no-ip.biz PS 12-May-12 
963BFAE19B3DA5BECE081DFF1D1E3EF9 hint.zapto.org US 16-May-12 
EBC9BDF9FDF0A9773899D96D24AC46F4 powerhost.zapto.org PS 19-May-12 
998F30457BC48A1A6567203E0EC3282E powerhost.zapto.org PS 29-May-12 
31F96ADD841594D35E6E97376114E756 hint.zapto.org FR 02-Jun-12 
6E416C45A833F959A63785892042595A hint.zapto.org PS 02-Jun-12 
0DC102CFB87C937EEFFE01A06F94E229 powerhost.zapto.org PS 07-Jun-12 
B7DF947B4A67A884C751840F83C4405E hint.zapto.org UK 09-Jun-12 
2EB1503751A7C74890096B1837C7BD81 menu.dyndns.biz PS 09-Jun-12 
C21D7165B25CAF65D7F92FF758C1B5B1 skype.servemp3.com                   US 25-Jun-12 
0A67F9CC30083AFB7E1F8295AE152BB6 skype.servemp3.com                           US 25-Jun-12 
E9823B61E6CE999387DE821DFBF6E741 good.zapto.org        US 10-Jul-12 
2AAD951DBECB6D4715B306B337CA5C34 good.zapto.org  US 12-Jul-12 
ED53831468DDF4220E1DC3C3398F7F39 natco1.no-ip.net                        US 02-Aug-12 
66DDF27517985A75B2317231B46A6F62 natco1.no-ip.net                                   US 02-Aug-12 
86BE5F0D2303FB4A8A8E297A53AC0026 lokia.mine.nu US 14-Aug-12 
D14E0A3D408065B1551F2827B50B83CA lokia.mine.nu US 29-Aug-12 
B6C8A6D6C35428779C5C65C1B273EBA0 menu.dyndns.biz                              US 04-Sep-12 
C03B5985F2504939DA9874246A439E25 lokia.mine.nu US 10-Sep-12 
216689B2CA82F16A0CAB3A2712C27DA6 natco2.no-ip.net US 18-Sep-12 
9C39D6F52E1E1BE5AE61BAB90971D054 natco3.no-ip.net                                   US 27-Sep-12 
E7E05001A294EBFE8A012DD3BCE78E96 may2008.dyndns.biz US 28-Sep-12 
F68F85B0FBCA450F0D5C8828063AD30D menu.dyndns.biz                        US 02-Oct-12 
3DA8C22F5340850EE5A2C25B1D17FC27 loading.myftp.org                            US 03-Oct-12 
9D144A828F757A90B86976EF0C906B3F lokia.mine.nu US 21-Oct-12 
DBE2AC744A3947B6306E13EBCCB718BF lokia.mine.nu US 21-Oct-12 
861C90536B3B5A4A8309ADBBFD5C4713 natco3.no-ip.net                                   US 24-Oct-12 
947557A55267DFFB3F85E0D7496A3679 good.zapto.org                                        US 25-Oct-12 
2BFE41D7FDB6F4C1E38DB4A5C3EB1211 loading.myftp.org US 25-Oct-12 
2BCDC5091C446E8B6888D802A3589E09 loading.myftp.org                                  US 25-Oct-12 
72FD6074915F8F123EB44B3DD475D36B idf.blogsite.org US 31-Oct-12 
41454B390B73A45004B916B96C693312 javaupdate.no-ip.info US 03-Nov-12 
 Red hash = probable PS target. Blue hash = probable IL target.  
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Appendix C: MD5 list, main cluster 
MD5 
A5DE87646EE943CD1F448A67FDBE2817 
F982401E46864F640BCAEDC200319109 
EC5B360F5FF6251A08A14A2E95C4CAA4 
97576FA7A236679DBE3ABE1A4E852026 
C1EC435E97A4A4C5585392D738B5879F 
2559FE4EB88561138CE292DF5D0E099F 
0ABF3FA976372CBC8BF33162795E42A8 
1f1e9958440d773c34415d9eb6334b25 
0B3B1E2E22C548D8F53C2AA338ABD66E 
0AA7B256D2DCC8BD3914F895B134B225 
B455426811B82CB412952F63D911D2A8 
E431634699D7E5025ECDF7B51A800620 
FF8E19CA8A224CC843BF0F2F74A3274E 
7C5272F3F24ACB225270DDED72CFC1D4 
8AEAA0C81A36449EC9613CA846E196F2 
FC17F3B2E2C7F5F24D35899D95B8C4A6 
926235FCF7B91442A405B5760A0729EB 
963BFAE19B3DA5BECE081DFF1D1E3EF9 
EBC9BDF9FDF0A9773899D96D24AC46F4 
4A06D9989A8C3A9967C2011E5BAF3010 
4DC0BCDCFB3F3D794175B21872A76079 
998F30457BC48A1A6567203E0EC3282E 
91FC9D1B635FDEE4E56AEC32688A0E6C 
940B3ACDF1E26FCCCF74A5A0359FB079 
cebc8b51d51e442e2af8c86e70c8adf4 
31F96ADD841594D35E6E97376114E756 
6E416C45A833F959A63785892042595A 
0DC102CFB87C937EEFFE01A06F94E229 
B7DF947B4A67A884C751840F83C4405E 
2EB1503751A7C74890096B1837C7BD81 
C21D7165B25CAF65D7F92FF758C1B5B1 
0A67F9CC30083AFB7E1F8295AE152BB6 
15FC009D9CAAA8F11D6C3DA2B69EA06E 
D9D1B0C467FA4999DEF6CD53447F1221 
E9823B61E6CE999387DE821DFBF6E741 
2AAD951DBECB6D4715B306B337CA5C34 
ED53831468DDF4220E1DC3C3398F7F39 
66DDF27517985A75B2317231B46A6F62 
86BE5F0D2303FB4A8A8E297A53AC0026 
A1187DE4C4B88E560D46940B820A6228 

D14E0A3D408065B1551F2827B50B83CA 
B6C8A6D6C35428779C5C65C1B273EBA0 
841565C67006E6A0A450C48054CF348C 
C8202523F35295E8BC8CC1731EDB0559 
C03B5985F2504939DA9874246A439E25 
216689B2CA82F16A0CAB3A2712C27DA6 
5B740B4623B2D1049C0036A6AAE684B0 
9C39D6F52E1E1BE5AE61BAB90971D054 
E7E05001A294EBFE8A012DD3BCE78E96 
F68F85B0FBCA450F0D5C8828063AD30D 
3DA8C22F5340850EE5A2C25B1D17FC27 
9D144A828F757A90B86976EF0C906B3F 
DBE2AC744A3947B6306E13EBCCB718BF 
861C90536B3B5A4A8309ADBBFD5C4713 
947557A55267DFFB3F85E0D7496A3679 
2BFE41D7FDB6F4C1E38DB4A5C3EB1211 
2BCDC5091C446E8B6888D802A3589E09 
72FD6074915F8F123EB44B3DD475D36B 
41454B390B73A45004B916B96C693312 
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